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ABSTRACT 
Let x and t denote two groups of variables. L. Nirenberg has asked whether there exists a local 
solution u of a first order linear system A(x,t,DxoD1)u =/such that u is analytic in x, if /is analytic 
in x, the coefficients of A are coo in all variables and analytic in x, and A is elliptic in the 
/-variables. Using analytic micro-local analysis we answer this problem in the affirmative if the 
coefficients of A are analytic. 
THE RESULT 
Let t=(t" ... ,tk)e!Rk, x=(x1, ••• ,Xn)EIRn and aj(x,t), ba(x,t), U=l. .. k, 
a= 1 ... n) be (Nx N) matrices of C"" functions defined in a neighborhood of 
the origin in IRn x IRk and analytic with respect to the x variables. 
L. Nirenberg [3] has asked the following question: 
Does there exist a local solution u = (u1 ... uN) analytic in x, of the system 
k a n a 
Au= I: aj(x, t) - u + I: ba(X. t) - u = f 
j=l atj a=l axa (1) 
where f = f(x, t) is an N-vector of functions analytic in x, if 
k a I: a-(x,t)-
j=l 'j atj 
is elliptic in t near the origin, i.e. the matrix I: ai(O, O)rj is non-degenerate for 
every r=(r1 ... rk)e1Rk\ {0}. 
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For a discussion of the problem and for an affirmative solution in the cases 
k= 1, or N= 1 and n =2 we refer to [3] or [2]. 
Recall that A. Menikoff [2], using the method of weighted estimates intro-
duced by L. Hormander for the study of the a-problem, gave an affirmative 
answer to Nirenberg's question under the assumption of normality of the 
symbol of (1), i.e. when the matrix 
satisfies 
(2) 
k n 
Ao(Z. t, (, r) = I: aj(Z. t)'l'j + I: ba(Z. tKa j=l a=l 
{ A 0*A0 =A0A 0* for every (t,z) in a neighborhood of the origin in 
en X IRk and every ((, r) e en X IRn. 
Application of analytic micro-local analysis enables us to give a simple proof 
of the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Assume that P=P(x, t,Dx,D1) is an (NxN) matrix of linear par-
tial differential operators with analytic coefficients in a neighborhood of the 
origin in IRn x IRk. Assume also that 
(3) det u(P)(O, 0, 0, r) =I= 0, r e IRk, I rl = 1 
where u(P) is the principal symbol of P. Then for every f defined in a neighbor-
hood of the origin in IRn x IRk and analytic in x there exists a local solution u 
analytic in x of the system Pu =f. 
Thus, comparing this theorem with the result of Menikoff, we impose an 
additional assumption of analyticity of the symbol, but this allows us to remove 
the condition (2) of the normality of the symbol and allows terms of order 0 
in (1). Therefore it can be applied to systems and equations of arbitrary order. 
PROOFOFTHETHEOREM. Forf=(f1 ... fN) we denote by WFAf:U;=l WFAJj, 
where WFAJj is the analytic wave front set of Jj (for definition and properties 
we refer to [4], Chapter 5.1). 
LEMMA. A function f defined in a neighborhood of the origin U is analytic 
in x if and only if 
(4) WFAfC{(x,t,~, r)e T*U\ {0}: ~=0}. 
PROOF. Iff is analytic in x then for every t, f has a holomorphic extension in 
x, i.e. there exists a function F(z, t) defined in a neighborhood of the origin V 
in,en x IRk, Vn(IRn x IRk)= U, such that Flu=! and 
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.!_ F=O, j= l...n. 
azj 
It follows, therefore, by Sato's regularity theorem that WFAF belongs to the 
intersection of the characteristic varieties of the operators a;azj, U = 1 ... n, we 
identify en with IR2n), i.e. 
if z = x + iy. Since f is the restriction of F to the submanifold of V defined by 
the equations y = 0, and since WFA F does not meet the conormal bundle of 
this submanifold, it follows that f satisfies (4) (see [1], Theorem 8.5.1). Con-
versely, (4) implies in particular, that WFAf does not meet the conormal 
bundle of the submanifold of U defined by the equations t = t0 , therefore the 
restriction g(x)=flt=to is well defined and by Theorem 8.5.1 of [1], WFAg=0, 
i.e. g is analytic. 
Thus (3) implies that 
(5) Char PlunwFAiuf=0 
for some neighborhood of the origin U, where 
Char P= { (x, t, ~. r): 1~1 + lrl * 0, det u(P)(x, t, ~. r) = 0} 
is the characteristic variety of P. 
PROPOSITION. Assume that f satisfies (5). Then there is a distribution u such 
that WFA u c WFAf and f- Pu is an analytic function (in all variables) near the 
origin. 
PROOF. It follows from (5) that P is elliptic in a conic neighborhood T of 
WFAf in T*U\ {0}. Therefore one can construct a (micro-local) parametrix 
of P in a conic open set T0 = U0 x A where U0 is a neighborhood of the origin 
which is relatively compact in U, .A0 is an open cone with vertex at the origin 
such that WFA I uJC T0 C T and the base of T0 is relatively compact in the base 
ofT; i.e. there is an analytic pseudo-differential operator E (for definition and 
properties see [4], Chapter V.3) such that the analytic pseudo-differential 
operator R =I- PE (where I is the identity operator) is analytically regularizing 
in T0 (see [4], p. 270 and p. 284). Thusf=PEf+Rf. Since E and Rare analyti-
cally pseudo-local in U0 it follows that WFAiu0 Rf, WFAiu0EfC WFiuJ· On 
the other hand WFAiu0Rfn WFAiuJ = 0 since R is regularizing on T0 -:J 
-:J WFA I uJ· Thus WFA I u0 Rf = 0, which proves the statement with u = Ef. 
To finish the proof of the Theorem, note that by the Lemma, every f analytic 
in x satisfies (5). Thus there exists u with WFA u c WFAf and h = f- Pu analytic 
near the origin. The Lemma implies that u is analytic in x and (3) allows us to 
apply the Cauchy-Kowalevsky Theorem and to find an analytic solution v of 
Pv = h, which ends the proof. 
REMARKS 
1) By Hormander's micro-local elliptic regularity theorem it follows that 
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for je coo, analytic in x, every solution u, analytic in x, will belong to coo (see 
[4], Theorem 1.4.1). 
2) A. Menikoff proved in [2] for P=A the existence of a local solution in 
a neighborhood of the origin in en X IRk of 
(6) 
P(z t ~ ~)u=f 
' 'az' at 
a . 1 
---:- u = gj , J = ... n 
azj 
when the compatibility conditions 
(7) Pgj= ~ J, ~ ga= -4- gj, j,a= l...n 
azj azj aza · 
besides (2) and (3) are satisfied. 
One can deduce this result (once more assuming analyticity of the operator 
but without assuming the normality of the symbol) from the Theorem. Indeed 
(7) permits us to solve the local az problem with a parameter t and obtain a 
function v = v(z, t) such that 
~ v=gj U= l...n). 
ozj 
It follows from (7) as well that 
a_ (Pv-f)=P(~ v)- ~ f=O U= 1 ... n) 
azj azj azj 
i.e. h = Pv-f is holomorphic in g. 
Application of the Theorem and holomorphic extension in x of the analytic 
(in x) solution of Pw = h implies the local solvability of (6). 
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